Subject: Agro Expo- An International Agriculture and Food fair, 6-8 September, 2019 In Khul Doloon Khudag, Ulaanbaatar- Mongolia.

It has been informed to the Embassy of India Ulaanbaatar- Mongolia that Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Light Industry in Collaboration with Expo Mangol LLC are organizing the first AGRO EXPO-An International Agriculture and Food Fair 6-8 September, 2019 in Khul Doloon Khudag, Ulaanbaatar-Mongolia.

The expo will be exhibited by mongolian domestic agricultural products, equipment and machinery for the sector, and some of the world’s best vegetable and grain sorts and animal breeds and serves as a bridge to connect manufacturer to customer, supplier to seller, importer to domestic market and exporter of domestic products to international market.

In case any further clarification in required, please visit in the website: www.agroexpo.mn or contact to the organizers through E-mail info@expomongolia.mn or Phone: +976 11 344010 or let us know.
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